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so because the other is more of a knowledge. And thus it 
is never my business as a moral being to shun knowledge as 
knowledge, but always it is my task to get wisdom as wisdom, 
and then to use it in the cause of the right. 

JOSIAH ROYCE. 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 

A PHASE OF MODERN EPICUREANISM. 

LOOKING over a certain periodical not many months ago, 
I chanced upon the following paragraphs: 

"We have forgotten the true significance of the word ' virtue,' nowadays. 
We call that man virtuous who has no vices. Following the argument to its 
logical conclusion, we are compelled to the assumption that the most virtuous 
thing in nature is an oyster. His life is chaste and pure. He is a strict water- 
drinker. He never enjoys himself; and he never (so long as he lives) gives a 
moment's pleasure to any other living thing. He would appear to be the ideal, 
according to a certain noisy section of the community, of what a Christian 
should be. It is quite in keeping with the sort of talk and writing that is 
prevalent just now, to imagine an oyster lecturing a lion on the subject of mo- 
rality. . . . An oyster has no evil passions, and a lion has many; but is it, there- 
fore, so very certain that the oyster is the nobler animal? 

" The truth is, we extra-righteous folk have got into a wrong way of estimat- 
ing our frailer fellow-men and fellow-women. . . . We have abolished virtue, 
and for it substituted a lot of miserable little affectations which we call ' virtues.' 
If a man is a teetotaller and belongs to a purity league, we say he is a good man. 
He may be a narrow-minded, narrow-hearted, narrow-souled libel on a man, 
selfish and hard and cruel and weak,-a man with no more real worth in him 
than there is in a Brummagen idol. What matter! He has no vices-what we 
call vices-and therefore he is a good man. 

" Can we be quite sure that our present list of virtues and vices is the only pos- 
sible correct and complete one ? Is the kindly, unselfish, generous, big-hearted 
man necessarily a villain because he does not always succeed in suppressing 
his natural instincts, and the evil-speaking, evil-thinking, bitter-hearted, mean- 
souled man a saint because he has none?" 

The array of opposed adjectives is certainly overwhelming; 
and granted that the man who " does not always succeed in 
repressing his natural instincts" is " kindly, unselfish, gener- 
ous, and big-hearted," while the man who does not give way to 
passion is both an abnormal being, destitute of capacity in this 
direction, and, moreover, "evil-speaking, evil-thinking, bitter- 
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hearted, and mean-souled," then there are assuredly few of 
us who would term the former " a villain" and the latter " a 
saint." But the premises thus conceded do not correspond 
invariably to actuality; the incontinent man is not necessarily 
or uniformly the possessor of all admirable attributes in 
other directions, nor, on the other hand, is the continent man 
always the representative of all the evils and meannesses of 
disposition. Neither is the former necessarily the man who 
gives the most pleasure to others. 

Not only in the action of men, but also in their theories of 
action, two widely-differing tendencies manifest themselves as 
noticeable extremes which are linked together by numberless 
intermediate degrees, the whole forming what may be regarded 
as a graduated series. The two extremes of the chain were 
represented, among the Greek philosophers, by the opposed 
schools of Stoicism and Epicureanism, the former of which 
continually directed attention to the rigid bounds set by duty 
and natural law, the latter of which had, as its central idea, the 
avoidance of pain due to the hard pressure of law. The one 
school laid emphasis upon harmony with general principles 
derived from without, the other school directed its effort to 
the inner harmony of the individual with himself. That the 
central ideas of the two schools coincide theoretically in con- 
templation of the human ideal is true, as it is also true that 
they may coincide practically, in a certain sense and degree, 
in the case of the man who finds his own pleasure in the real- 
ization of the highest moral ideal known to him. But the 
principles are, in general, in themselves opposed, and were 
ordinarily regarded by the Greeks as opposed. The attempt 
to read into the Epicurean idea a coincidence with the central 
Stoic principle, partly the result of our not yet outgrown ten- 
dency to over-estimate everything Greek, and partly the out- 
come of a natural disinclination to admit the flaws in what we 
find in many respects admirable, is a mistaken one. 

It is possible for the subordination to outer general condi- 
tions which we term law to be even further emphasized than 
it was among the Stoic philosophers. The more the final end 
of morality-general welfare-is lost sight of, and rules of 
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conduct come to be followed merely from the motive of 
obedience to authority, divine or human, or out of regard for 
convention, the more the law itself, as such, tends to attain 
supreme importance. In this case, the privative or prohibitory 
character of the law comes to the fore, the happiness of the 
individual, as part of the general welfare, is no longer con- 
sidered, the distinction between selfish and legitimate pleasure 
is lost, and one fixed and unprogressive pattern forms and de- 
forms all, until life loses its chief desirableness. Then, a, 
new generation develops, the natural originality and maste 
fulness of youth tend to loosen or entirely cast off the chains 
of an irksome tradition for which no reason is given, and in 
the hard and regardless stringency of which a moral lack is 
felt. 

But there is another opposition to the law, which comes not 
from a radical, but from a strongly conservative faction. With 
human progress, moral law changes in extent and intent, 
spreading its circle to include wider and wider classes of acts, 
and authorizing the application of moral judgment to more 
and more minute details and complex relations of conduct. 
This process of advancement is opposed by large classes of 
conformers to the older moral law. To these classes belong 
many persons with whom there is an habitual conformity to 
an average standard regarded as a badge of " respectability," 
or " good society ;" though a similar resistance is doubtless 
offered by many also to whom the older code has become 
really inward. By these moral conservatives the newer and 
higher code is looked upon as an entrenchment on rights long 
conceded. 

Again, in opposition to the moral lingerers, another class 
arises. The social forces which tend to progress impeded, 
prevented, and turned back upon themselves, acquire at last, 
at some points, a concentration of energy which manifests 
itself at every opportunity of escapement, in vigorous manner. 
It is the moral inertia of some classes which creates the ve- 
hemence of the opposite class, who are termed by their oppo- 
nents of the same age " fanatics," and " moral faddists," though 
they may become the heroes of the next age. At points 
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where the opposition between the conservative and the pro- 
gressive ideas is too extreme, so that no ground of compro- 
mise can be found, there arises a tendency to excessive emphasis 
of the law in asceticism the form in which the protest of the 
few against the debauchery of the many has expressed itself 
in many ages. The tendency has been particularly marked 
where nations of a higher civilization, possessing a more ad- 
vanced code of morals and finer inherited instincts, have come 
into close contact with less civilized peoples. 

There are thus two forms of emphasis laid upon the moral 
law as such, the one by tradition and the other by progress; 
the two are different and should be distinguished. 

The temperament of the man who fulfils the average stand- 
ard of the class in which he chiefly moves-the man who 
cares too much for the opinion of his fellows to run counter 
to the standard of the majority, but who makes no effort to 
further advancement except as carried forward by acceptance 
of a higher standard on the part of the majority-may possess 
a certain aesthetic character, a self-harmony often lacking in 
the leader of the moral van, as it is likely to be lacking in 
other pioneers. The man who fulfils the average standard of 
his class is at ease with his immediate surroundings and at 
ease with himself. Moreover, the question of modern Epi- 
cureanisrlr is, in this country at least, complicated by the fact 
that it represents the pendulum-recoil of younger thought from 
the hard system of Puritanism, which latter, if it was in the 
beginning a progressive revolt from the license of the times, 
became in the end an oppressive dogmatism of tradition. In 
independent thought, the question obtrudes itself whether 
the position which permits unrestrained self-indulgence within 
the bounds of self-interest is, after all, much worse than the 
opposite extreme of view, which looks askance at all pleasure 
as such, and permits it only by tolerance. 

But the question is not one of better, but of the possible 
best. To admit that the prohibition of enjoyment as such is 
a mistake is not necessarily to admit that there are no moral 
bounds, even beyond those of self-regard, which define legiti- 
mate pleasure. 
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I have said that there may be a certain admirable grace of 
character in the Epicurean, who keeps within the bounds set 
by the average of his class, and so is in harmony with those 
with whom he chiefly comes in contact. But when we are 
asked to contemplate the spectacle of the man who fails to 
control his appetites and who is, nevertheless, "kindly, un- 
selfish, generous, and big-hearted," we may inquire in what 
relations and towards whom, whether towards all classes, he 
is thus " kindly, unselfish, generous, and big-hearted." 

Not a long period of time has elapsed since it was thought, 
in England, the act of a gentleman occasionally to exceed 
the limits of moderation in drink. The hero of the older 
novelists frequently retired to rest only with considerable 
assistance from his friends or his valet, and was supposed to 
lose nothing in the estimation of the reader by so doing. On 
the contrary, to society of that date the man who insisted on 
moderation was but a sour, uncompanionable fellow. At a 
time when the majority overdrank, his temperance must have 
rendered him obnoxious, especially to those in whom self- 
doubt was stirred by its implication of criticism. If he went 
as far as actual verbal criticism, his rebukes were assuredly 
looked upon by the men criticised as gratuitous impertinence, 
perhaps, too, as pharisaical assumption, and certainly as evi- 
dence of a total lack of generous feeling towards the incon- 
siderable frailties of his fellow-men. Social progress has 
bettered, though not yet, by any means, wholly corrected 
opinion in this regard, either in England or in the United 
States. Of late years, the limits of the realm of ethics have 
been still further expanding to include another province of 
conduct earlier regarded as outside the sphere of social con- 
demnation,-as matter for the judgment and will of the indi- 
vidual (that is, of the individual male) only. This province 
comprises the relations of the sexes. And in this case, too, 
the man who does not always control his instincts may appear 
the most agreeable of companions to those of his own sex 
and class, and to those of the other sex who are protected by 
his conventional code; but the medieval cavalier, whom also 
those of his time and class doubtless regarded as a very 
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charming fellow, did not more carelessly override vassal and 
slave than this modern cavalier some classes of his fellow- 
beings. The world is slow in recognizing the claims of non- 
influential classes, and especially of those untaught classes 
who have learned no art of self-analysis and self-expression, 
and so are silent under the injustices they suffer. Thus it 
happens that the oft scarcely self-comprehended misery, or the 
animalism worse than misery, of the thousands whom society 
yearly devotes to sexual sacrifice, creates as little sympathy 
as did, among the ancient Mexicans, those other human sacri- 
fices on the altars of Huitzilopochtli. It is, of course, easy 
enough to dismiss the objectors to the older sexual code as 
" unco guid" and the virtues of self-control as " miserable little 
affectations." So, too, the bolder form of human sacrifice was 
doubtless looked upon by the ancestors of our so-called civil- 
ized races, among whom it was once common enough, as 
necessary and justifiable, while objectors to it, on the other 
hand, were doubtless regarded as weak and effeminate-souled 
individuals, incapable of the great heart and great deeds of 
manly men. Each age, while it holds up hands of holy 
horror at the deeds of former ages, inclines to regard its 
own customs with complacent satisfaction. Nevertheless, the 
human degradation and pain connected with sexual license are 
not hidden from us, if we have ears to hear and eyes to see. 

AEsthetic grace or inner harmony of character is in itself 
desirable. It is, in fact, an element of the ideal character, 
which is a character both at harmony in itself, that is, in its 
different desires and instincts, and at harmony with the 
highest moral law representing the general welfare. The 
ideally virtuous man is virtuous without that hard constraint 
which attaches to the not yet perfect character at war in its 
different attributes; he is what a German friend of mine would 
term "der sch6ne Mensch," the man in whose character, 
moral principle and the beauty of harmonious attributes be- 
come coincident, in whom the ethical is not merely pre- 
dominant, but dominant. 

However, this last form of definition reveals the defect of a 
harmony that signifies moral inertia. In itself desirable, har- 
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mony yet cannot be preferred, from an ethical point of view, 
where it exists merely as easy-going conformity to an unpro- 
gressive moral average. Even some singularity of zeal, some 
unprepossessing energy, is better than aesthetic sloth. It is 
for this reason that, in comparing Stoicism with Epicureanism, 
we must give preference to the former. In its principle of 
individual subjection to the moral law of general welfare lies 
the condition of progress, since only by such subjection can 
that modification of habit and instinct take place which con- 
stitutes the advancement of character in the direction of a 
state of general social harmony and general happiness. Epi- 
cureanism, as such, must, on the contrary, always remain 
egoism; and only the accidents of conditions-accidents of 
environments and of individual tendencies, through which im- 
moral action may involve greater pleasure than moral-de- 
termine whether that egoism shall or shall not constitute a 
narrow selfishness. 

I said, at the opening of this essay, that, granted the ex- 
treme premises assumed in the long array of opposing adjec- 
tives mustered by the author whose paragraphs we are con- 
sidering, one could not well refuse his conclusions regarding 
the inapplicability of the equally extreme terms " saint" and 
" villain." Our argument has hitherto examined to what ex- 
tent the premises are actually admissible in any general sense, 
and, proceeding on this ground, has up to this point assumed, 
in the type of moral lingerer considered, a certain sensibility 
of temperament, which leads to conformity with an average 
code. It has regarded him as a representative of Epicurean- 
ism in its better sense,-an Epicureanism which lends attributes 
of grace and companionability, and restrains by what may be 
termed a standard of moral taste. On the other hand, we 
have regarded the representative of self-control as devoid of 
this grace and companionability. The possibilities which we 
have thus admitted as possibilities arise, in one direction, from 
the fact that the man who is especially companionable natu- 
rally feels a strong inclination to follow the standard which 
will give him most companionship,-that is, the standard of 
the majority,-except as his love of fellowship is dominated 
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by stronger motives of principle. That a strong instinct of 
association may thus exist, dominated by principle, is a fact; 
and so we have yet to add that a strict code of morals is per- 
fectly compatible with the most lovable temperament;, as also 
that it is equally true that not by any means all who fail to 
control their appetites are representatives of a finer Epicu- 
reanism. The latter may, on the contrary, be of the most 
"evil-speaking, evil-thinking, bitter-hearted" class, may be 
"narrow-minded, narrow-hearted, narrow-souled, selfish and 
hard and cruel and weak." Want of self-contol in sexual 
matters certainly involves selfishness, and, too, in its complex 
social results, cruelty. 

I wish to emphasize these last points especially, because the 
paragraphs quoted give me, as I believe they must give all 
who read them, the impression that the author is inclined to 
the opinion that the man whose appetites are not always under 
control is rather the more manly man, and likely to be the 
more genial and generally admirable. I infer this not merely 
from the very extreme character of the adjectives with which 
he shows favor to the incontinent, and disfavor to the con- 
tinent man, but also and more especially from his designation 
of temperance and sexual purity as " miserable little affecta- 
tions," and from his analogy of the lion and the oyster. 

As regards this point of view, I may here repeat what I 
have said elsewhere more in detail,* namely, that as society 
progresses, the emotions of men are gradually moulded to 
higher types, just as animal forms are gradually moulded 
into higher species; but that this does not in the least imply 
that emotional capacity isjlessened in force with social progress. 
Most men of so-called civilized societies are able to restrain 
themselves, in anger, from homicide, but this fact does not sig- 
nify that they are less manly or less capable of emotion than 
their savage ancestors of the period when murder was com- 
mon and unrebuked. The Australian savage wooes his bride 
with a club, and our European ancestors may once have ex- 

* " A Review of Evolutional Ethics," Part II., Chapters VI. and IX. (Mac- 
millan & Co., I893). 
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pressed their emotions towards the other sex in a similar 
manner; but though social evolution has led to the establish- 
ment of other ideals of courtship, yet it would be difficult to 
maintain that the human lover has developed in the direction 
of the oyster. On the contrary: the history of the whole of 
evolution is the history of the growth of more complex con- 
ditions, and the emotion of the civilized lover has gained, in 
its process of refinement, through a many-sided addition of 
intellectual modes and motives which the savage does not 
possess. If this is true of the whole past course of adjust- 
ment to higher ideals, it must be true, also, of the present 
and future continuation of that adjustment. The easy-going 
sensualist may be, indeed, a veritable oyster in comparison 
with the lover whose passion, hemmed by moral refinement 
from lower expression, finds vent, at last, in a channel to 
which a thousand streams of emotion unknown to the more 
primitive stand-point, converge. The fact of a progressive 
alteration of even fundamental instincts, though it is a neces- 
sary implication involved in the general law of evolution, is 
not sufficiently realized. As higher species are evolved from 
lower, so higher forms of instinct arise out of lower. If it is 
not always true of individual cases, it is true in the long run, 
that the man who fails to control himself sexually in accord- 
ance with the welfare of others represents the inferior type. 
He is one degree nearer the savage, and his emotion is of a 
more primitive character; but it is not necessarily stronger. 
This is particularly true because of the intimate connection 
which love between the sexes necessarily attains, in the course 
of social evolution, with the other desires and aspirations that 
are evolved with it,-the intellectual and moral desires and 
aspirations by the development of which the progress of man- 
kind is chiefly marked. 

C. M. WILLIAMS. 
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